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Related Materials
o DSS Implementation Letter
o Legal Update - New Requirements for CCRC Repayable Agreements
o Updated CCRC Admission Agreements - available through Hanson Bridgett

Why was this bill introduced? 
Some CCRC residents were concerned that contracts offering a partial repayment of the entrance fee, 
contingent upon resale of the unit, could take “too long” to resell. This would cause a resident or their 
estate to wait longer than expected to receive the repayment. A substantially similar bill passed the 
Legislature last year but was ultimately vetoed. SB 939 was reintroduced without language requiring 
DSS to mediate disputes. 

How does this bill solve the problem? 
The main thrust of SB 939 is financial penalties on the CCRC provider when a unit doesn’t resell within a 
specific time period (4% interest if not repaid after 180+ days; 6% interest if not repaid after 240+ days). 
This is not an actual solution as it does little to find a buyer (especially in a down housing market) and 
instead will increase costs to residents in order to pay off estates. However, one provision of the bill 
does provide consumers with disclosure of the average and longest time to resell within the last five 
calendar years. This will help consumers know what to expect. 

What was CALA’s position? 
CALA worked aggressively and in collaboration with other provider groups to defeat the financial pen-
alty portions of this bill. Options to push penalty dates out and interest down, as well as freezing penal-
ties during a bad housing market, were also sought. CALA succeeded in removing an original provision 
that would have required partial early repayment.

What do RCFEs need to know? 
Hanson Bridgett has prepared a detailed summary of the bill and language to update existing admission 
agreements. DSS has also released a memo on SB 939 implementation.
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